
Find the Best Heating Engineer in London



A heating engineer in London is well-trained
to install, perform repairs and maintain the
heating systems that you can find in almost all
modern houses. The heating system is
powered by gas or oil boilers and delivers
central heating, heat water, or both. Instead of
taking risks, you should consider a
professional heating engineer when it comes to
the installation of a new heating system or
maintenance or repairs of the existing one.

The equipment involved in heating systems
can be unsafe if the fitting or repairs are not
accurately finished. This is why hiring an
expert heating engineer is important as they
can ensure all the safety standards are
followed.



Plumber Or A Heating Engineer in London- Who should I Go
With?

This is one of the most trending questions that we have witnessed.
Also, many homeowners struggle with it and cannot decide on heating
engineers London. You need to properly understand the difference
between both the trades.

The Key Difference between Both the Trades-

When it comes to the quality and the right kind of work to be carried
out as per the industry standard, you must hire the right kind of
tradesman. They can perform it safely and precisely. On the flip side,
an amateur can make the work more complicated and even they
cannot get the problem solved.

A PLUMBER CAN HANDLE any appliance that involves water,
including taps, toilets and sinks. Also, they deal with the pipe-work
that conducts water. They can fix the sink, bath and toilet in your
bathroom and sink and dishwasher in the kitchen. And other related
tasks such as a blocked sink, a leaky tap, a burst pipe, and an irrigation
or sewage system.



A HEATING ENGINEER CAN HANDLE all sorts of problems with your
home’s heating system. From the boiler, hot water cylinder, the
thermostat, and problems with radiators, to the installation of new
heating systems & repair of the existing ones to routine maintenance
and servicing, they have got you covered. However, make sure a heating
engineer is Gas Safe registered, which is a legal requirement.

To conclude, some plumbers may install a gas cooker, but they don’t
have the right knowledge and skill and accreditation to perform gas
central heating boiler services. Therefore, hiring heating engineers
London is the right choice.

http://www.russellhaskinsplumbing.co.uk/central-heating/


Why Do You Hire A Heating Engineer in London?

A good central heating system is the priority in winter. However, in the
case of some serious problems with your heating system, calling the
specialists immediately is a smart move. They have the expertise in the
heating concerns of a building. They can deal with different tasks such
as the installation of boilers and make sure that your building is
contentedly heated, warm and dry.

Heating engineers in London specialize in dealing with different
problems to cater to your requirements.

Experience And Knowledge-

The most important thing is that heating engineers are legally essential
to join the Gas Safe Register and they will go through a Gas Assessment
Training exam to get registered. It takes work, effort, and proper
training thus ensuring you are in a safe hand.



Repair and installation of boiler –

This is one of the most common reasons. Everyone needs hot water in
winter in their home. The boiler heats water for central heating as well
as hot water from the taps. This is why you need a professional team to
install a boiler in a hassle-free way that takes one to two days. Trained
professionals will investigate the position of the current boiler, the
water pressure, radiators and bathrooms and the flue’s position.

Only professional heating engineers can handle it. They will come to
your home and attach the boiler to electrical heating controls, put
sealants, and perform a power flush. In addition, if you face any issues
with your existing boiler system, then call a heating engineer without
any hesitation. They are skilled enough to perform a range of boiler
repairs.



Boiler & Central Heating Services-

If you are using a boiler system in your home,
then it is your responsibility to take care of it
and keep it in top condition. This is where you
should conduct regular boiler maintenance
that will ensure a safe and competent boiler
system. They will check the gas pressure and
flow, the seals, the electrical connections, and
the working condition of the safety devices.
Remember, the boiler maintenance should be
carried out once a year and this is where a
reliable and Gas Safe registered heating
engineer will help you. Moreover, frequent
maintenance will boost the efficiency and
durability of your boiler system and save
money on heating bills.

Professionals will deal with your Central
heating system as it has specific service
requirements. They can install thermostat
controls, fit radiators, under-floor heating and
more. However, it is good to have your boiler
serviced annually.



Ground Source Heat Pumps-

Some homeowners use ground source heat pumps to heat their homes
which can lower their carbon footprint and be more eco-friendly. It
runs on pipes that are hidden in the outdoor space. These heat pumps
are versatile and can be utilized to heat hot water, radiators, or under-
floor heating. Also, it requires less maintenance. A professional heating
engineer can install it.

Water Heater Services-

Do you have a water heater in your home or want to install it? Well, this
is quite similar to the boiler system. It stores water until it is ready for
use at a constant temperature. You can use this water for various
purposes. If you are facing any issues, call a specialist without wasting
your time. They will help you in finding the right heater for your home,
with water heater installation, and perform replacements or repairs.



Overlook a DIY Trick: Find the Best
Heating Engineer in London-

DO not take it as a DIY task!! Minimizing
the issues of your heating and plumbing
issues can be difficult for you. It can
become problematic in the long run. There
are also several critical heating and
plumbing problems that you can face. It’s
better to seek the help of expert and
extremely experienced Heating engineers
in London. They can handle replace,
repair or service your boiler by employing
a network of qualified and reputable
heating engineers

This is a smart move on your part that
saves you time and money too as well as
prevents potential health hazards and
expensive repairs. It is not a DIY job so
don’t take any risks by making mistakes.



Finding a professional and competent Heating Engineer
in London-

Narrow Down 3-4 Companies and Get A Quote-

This is the most appropriate way to find a reliable and great deal at
the end of the day. Gather free quotes from 3-4 service providers
and compare them to find the right person for the job. You will get
a competitive price. Several companies are out there offering these
services and you can easily get a free no-obligation quote online to
compare.

Get a Detailed Estimation in Writing-

Make sure a service provider will give you a detailed estimation in
writing that will help you to understand the cost clearly. This
ensures transparency in price too.

Check Gas Safe Registered Heating Engineers-

Engage a professional and licensed boiler engineer when you are
seeking a new boiler installation, servicing and repairs. They must
be qualified as per their industry needs and Gas Safe Registered.
This ensures you are in a safe hand as well as the safety of your
home. Don’t overlook this as it is a legal requirement.



Make A List Of Your Queries-

When hiring a service provider for any service, it is a common thing to ask a
few questions. Likewise, you should ask queries to a heating engineer that
you might have in your mind regarding this service. Professionals will
answer any questions politely. This is a must-do task when you seek a boiler
installation and repairs.

Read The Reviews And Feedbacks Of A Company-

It is great to check reviews and ratings online to find out more about a
company. It will help you in getting the right source that can meet your
expectations. Reading the feedback of their previous customers will let you
know about the customer service.

A Heating Engineer Should Be Insured-

Yes, make sure you hire a fully insured Heating Engineer for this task that
has all the correct qualifications. They must have public liability insurance
to cover any potential damage during the process.

Price With A Solid Reputation-
Do not go with an extremely cheap price to save a few bucks. Always do
consider a reputed and reliable Heating Engineers in London that can give
you a competitive deal. This is why you should do good research on the
company before deciding on it. They should ensure 100% client satisfaction.



FAQs-

Do You Give Free Estimates?
Yes, professional companies provide free quotes on larger works. So, you
can ask them for a free estimation and their experts will assist you
further.

Do You Bring Boiler Spare Parts?
Yes, professional companies carry basic stock, including some common
boiler spares. So you don’t need to worry about supplies.

Why Do I Need To Repair My Boiler?
There are various reasons behind it, most importantly, when not
functioning properly or it breaks down. It can leave your home cold. Gas
safe registered professionals will provide boiler repairs. They are so
friendly when dealing with their clients.

Why Do I Need A New Boiler?
Several reasons are there for having a new boiler, when the existing one
wastes a great deal of energy or wants to upgrade it, or any symbols of
breaking down, etc. Well, you should consult with your service provider
to make the right decision and install a new boiler. Professional Heating
engineers in London will offer this service at a competitive pricing range.



What Is Included In Boiler Service?

 Central heating repairs and replacements
 Gas boilers Installations and repairs
 Unvented hot water cylinders (Megaflo)
installations and repairs
 Powerflush
 Room thermostats and heating controls
installations
 Hot water cylinders and tanks
replacements
 Central heating and motorised valves
replacements
 Radiators and thermostatic radiator valves
installations
 Gas cookers, gas hobs, gas ovens and gas
fires installations
 Gas pipes renewals and upgrades
 Burst or leaking pipes and radiators repairs
 Underfloor heating installations



Is Your Work Guaranteed?

With expert and specialized heating engineers, professional service
providers offer peace of mind and industry-leading guarantees
against faulty workmanship.

HowQuickly Can I Get The Service?

Professionals send emergency heating engineers within one hour.
They are available 24/7 to meet your needs.

The Final Thought-

Hiring a professional and skilled heating engineer is worth the
investment. They can handle all sorts of major technical issues at a
competitive pricing range.

Looking for the best heating engineer in London? You can visit our
website.



Address:

Russell Haskins Heating & Plumbing Ltd

2 Godolphin Close

Sutton, Surrey, SM27DX, UK

Phone: 2087875961

Email: 

russell@russellhaskinsplumbing.co.uk

Web: 

http://www.russellhaskinsplumbing.co.uk/
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